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Dear President,

l kindly submit the enclosed statement issued within the scope of the Bar Association Presidents'
Meeting held on November 5,2OL6 with the participation of 79 local bar associations under the
leadership of the Union of Turkish Bar Associations.

Sincerely Yours,

,üYr- f.*ır .'

Prof. Dr. Metin Feyzioğlu, Esq.
president of the union of Turkish Bar Associations

Enc.: Statement of the Union of Turkish Bar Associations and the Local Bar Associat|ons
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THİS İS A WARNİNG
ENouGH !

During the murderous coup attempt on July 15th, the Union of Turkish Bar Associations and our
entire local bar associations stood firmly against the coup attempters and alongside democracy
and the Republic of Turkey.

And today, we have the responsibility to make the following historical warnings:

Our rightful warnings which we have been making over the years through the period that led to
the events of July 15th and our firm stand against the coup attempt have made it obligatory for
the authorities to take our thoughts into consideration. Turkey has no more tolerance for Vital
errors and weaknesses expressed by statements su ch as " l wos deceived, mistoken, wrong" .

Whole state organization has been reshaped behind closed doors through the governmental
decrees issued based upon the state of emergency which has been declared in order to fight
against the coup plotter crime organization.

Even though the Grand National Assembly of Turkey has succeeded in common reasoning and
working under the harshest conditions during the Natlonal War which we conducted with the
leadership of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk; today we have come to a point where it is being ignored
through governmental decrees.

The state of emergency has been distorted of its aim to fight the coup and has been transformed
|nto a governing regime. The independence and impartiality of the judiciary, which were already
problematic, have been completely demolished. This situation clearly reveals what is being aimed
with the new order introduced as local presidential system.
Even the Lausanne Peace Treaty has been brought into discussion during the presidency
propaganda run by the President. Thus, the boundaries of the Republic of Turkey determined as a

result of our National War and recognized with international treaties have been rendered
disputable,

The foundational principles of a Republic which are defined as unchanged and cannot be proposed
to be changed in our constitution are insistently being tried to be frayed and rendered
dysfu nctional.

The reinstatement of the death penalty will lead to Turkey being extracted from the Counci| of
Europe. ln spite of being aware of this, the political power has started the campaign for death
penalty and has been escalating it with the aim to get a result. The extraction ofTurkey from the
Council of Europe means a radical shift in our path that we have been following since the Tanzimat
reforms of the Ottoman period. This implies that we will no longer be a party to the European
convention on Human Rights. And to quit the European convention on Human Rights means that
the fundamental rights and freedoms of the citizens of the Republic of Turkey will become
completely unsecured and that we will be robbed of our right to apply individually to the
European court of Human Rights.
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The freedom of press has been restricted to an extent that cannot be accepted in a democratic
society under any circumstances. Media that are not siding with the political power are being
forced to self-censor, which is the most dangerous type of censorship. The arbitrary interruptions
on the lnternet and the social media are carrying this unlawfulness to the highest dimension, State
power is being used in order to prevent the people from reaching news that the political power
does not want them to. All the resources ofthe state are being mobi|ized for political propaganda.

The governmental decrees of the state of emergency are directly targeting the right to defence
and the legal profession. The actual targets are the fundamentaI rights and freedoms of the
citizens which are being defended by lawyers.

Almost every right within the scope of the right to a fair trial are being neglected.

Judicial proceedings have been distorted of their aim to distinguish between guilty and innocent
and have been transformed into a means of labelling people with prejudice and of elimination.
The society and our innocent citizens are harmed the most and the terrorist organizations ruining,
demolishing and ensanguining our country have benefitted the most from this situation. our
citizens no longer trust the judiciary. The judiciary is no longer the guarantee of the country.

Each investigation and prosecution concerning the public has become a reason for the society to
be more polarized and for our people to turn against each other.
The perception of acting partially and dependently has stuck on the judiciary. The opinion that the
judicia| proceedings have become a means of paving the way for po|itics has become dominant
among the society.

The arrest of parliamentarians, mayors, judicial actors, journalists, academics and lawyers by
courts open to the intervention of the political power are causin8 the terrorist organizations to
gain grounds and widen their area of propaganda.
However; the only common denominator to make our 79 million citizens embrace is justice and

the only way to be confident about the future and to ensure plu ralist-participatory democracy is

the rule of law.

As the Union ofTurkish Bar Associations, we warn all our citizens about the ciear and open danger
created by the conditions we are being dragged into. We urge the President and the political
power to abide by the universal rules of law and to end the tension within the society.

LAWYERS wltt coNTlNUE To STAND FlRM AND KEEP THE HoPEs AtlVE lN TURKEY.

Prof. Dr. Metin Feyzioğlu, Esq.
president of the union of Turkish Bar Associatıons
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As Mustafa Kemal Atatürk said;

"THERE ARE No HoPEtEss slTuATıoNs. THERE ARE HoPELEss PEoPtE"


